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What is a Value of Solar study?





An analytical process,
That uses data to quantify the present value of the costs and benefits,
For energy produced by a distributed solar system,
To the utility, its ratepayers, and society.

A Value of Solar study is a comprehensive avoided cost analysis that starts with wholesale market value, and
includes all the benefits (net of costs) in terms of energy, capacity, transmission, distribution, market price
impacts, fuel price risk, environmental costs, and other known and measurable categories.

Key Design Elements







A Value of Solar study should assess costs and benefits over the entire useful life of a solar photovoltaic
(PV) system—at least 25 years.
A Value of Solar study must account for the value of energy and its delivery, generation capacity,
transmission capacity, transmission and distribution line losses, market price effects, fuel price volatility
reduction benefits, and environmental value. Other known and measureable values may also be
assessed.
A state government energy office or other expert agency should establish the methodology for
conducting the Value of Solar study using a stakeholder process, operating against deadlines. The
methodology should be submitted to the Public Service/Utility Commission for approval.
Utility service providers should regularly update the Value of Solar using the approved methodology and
verifiable cost and benefits data.

Applying Value of Solar Studies





Benchmarking solar energy offers from independent power producers.
Benchmarking direct incentives.
Evaluating net metering offset rates.
Setting the offset rate for distributed solar generation by customers.

Example: The figure on the next page is an example of the results a Value of Solar study for Maine. The retail
electric rate is about $0.13 per kilowatt hour (kWh). The 25-year levelized Value of Solar is over $0.33 per kWh.

Value of Solar Study Results Example

Source: Figure ES-2, Maine Distributed Solar Valuation Study. Maine Public Utilities Commission. April 2015.

